
Optimise local impacts  

of investment projects  

CHALLENGES  

The EDILE initiative comes from an observation: private and public  

investment has strongly increased over the past 15 years in southern 

Mediterranean countries, however often not meeting expected results  

in terms of local spillovers.  

This observation led to the EDILE project, which aims at fostering the  

inclusive development of local economies through a better evaluation  

of investment projects and the optimisation of their local impacts.    

OBJECTIVES 

 Reinforcing the capacities of local authorities involved in the regulation of investment:  

better selection and ex ante evaluation of the investment projects, optimisation of local spillovers, 

labelling of investment projects  

 Support investor to enhance the impacts of investment projects  

 Improving governance processes: establishment of coordination and dialogue tools between public and  

private actors, local and national administrations and civil society 

PARTICIPANTS   

The EDILE project primarily targets public national bodies (ministries, investment agencies) and local authorities (cities, regions, 

economic zones and economic development organisations) in charge of assessing investment projects, issuing legal  

authorisations and granting support (financial or technical) for public or private investment projects. 

A broader range of stakeholders is also involved: enterprises and business support organisations, financial institutions  

(banks, investment funds) and civil society. Investors themselves have a strong interest in engaging in the EDILE process,  

which enables them to optimise and promote their project. 

The project provides investors and economic bodies in charge of regulating or implementing investment  

projects with evaluation tools and a label on local impacts of investment projects.  

The objective is to maximise local economic spillovers such as job creation, subcontracting and  

environment conservation. 

40 actions planned in Lebanon,  

Palestine and Tunisia 

over 2014 and 2015. 

 

7 Euro-Mediterranean partners,  

managed by 

ANIMA Investment Network  

 

1.7 million Euros financed by the  

ENPI-CBC-MED programme of the 

European Union 



Coordination :  

ANIMA Investment Network  

(France)  

 

Partners:  

iesMed (Spain)  

ClassM, 

 

Toscana Promozione (Italy)  

 

Strategic partners: 

(Egypt)  

AVITEM , AFD, 

, 

 Région PACA 

(France) 

Enterprise Greece (Greece)  

WWF (Italy)  

BusinessMed, Ministère du  

Développement 

(Tunisia)  

EVALUATION GUIDE: A SIMPLE AND INNOVATIVE TOOL 

 ACTIONS  

Analyses and studies: Assessment of existing practices and needs, identification of 

innovative indicators and initiatives for the enhancement of project inclusivity within 

their local environment 

Preparation of the EDILE guide: Construction of a referential for project  

evaluation, development of implementation tools : 

methodology, best practices, training kit and label 

Seminars for the validation and the dissemination of the EDILE guide  

among project partners and targeted actors. 

ACTIONS  

Identification and analysis of 15 pilot investment projects:  

Collection of data and identification of best practices in terms of project  

qualification and local economic spillover optimisation 

Training workshop on project qualification and optimisation  

National Forums as a stakeholder consultation for the preparation  

of an EDILE label  

Regional thematic seminars focused on inclusive development issues :  

employment, social solidarity economy, environment 

Technical assistance missions to support local actors in the implementation of  

evaluation procedures and other actions aiming at 

fostering more inclusive investment projects 

Dissemination of the EDILE guide and associated tools to relevant national and inter-

national organisations in order to promote such initiative  

in the Mediterranean

TRAINING AND DISSEMINATION: A “LEARNING-BY-DOING” APPROACH 

The EDILE guide adapts international institutions’ evaluation toolkits to  

Mediterranean countries contexts. It strives to highlight the interest, including for 

project promoters and investors, to develop projects that are better integrated into 

the local social and economic fabrics. 

Having economic actors appropriate the EDILE guide relies on an operational  

approach built on experimentation as well as practical training and support  

of involved organisations. 


